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Abstract. Planners often focus on a specific mode too early in the design and selection process, especially on the choice
between bus and rail technology. It may be that available Right of Way (RoW), alignment characteristics and other design
features are more important. In this paper, we first identify the principal components central to performance of a particular
role common to all major Public Transport (PT) investments. The primary aim is to offer a more mode-neutral alternative selection process that benefits from ex-post cost and performance information about a substantial number of actual
PT systems broken down into these components to the extent that is possible. Less quantitative components and features,
such as passenger experience, scalability, and implementability are then discussed for their role in increasing or diminishing the attractiveness of alternative candidate component packages in the desired range of the quantitative criteria. The
results show that investment costs increase with the degree of separation of RoW, regardless of rail or bus technology,
with rail having an additive “technology premium”. Higher Average Operating Speed (AOS) reduces investment in vehicles
and the Operating and Maintenance (O&M) cost, regardless of technology. At low/moderate passenger traffic densities,
Semirapid Bus modes have lower O&M costs than Semirapid Rail. At the highest densities, Rapid Rail and Regional Rail
modes exhibit clear economies of scale. For mixed street running, rail-related components cause a far more expensive total
investment on per unit of Productive Capacity (PC) basis. As the required PC increases, rail modes become consistently
less expensive. The main conclusion is that in order to improve value-for-money of PT it is critical to develop innovative
component technologies and construction techniques, which are not necessarily rail or bus specific.
Keywords: public transport, performance indicators, public transport costs, project evaluation, right of way costs, bus
rapid transit, light rail transit, transport infrastructure.

Introduction: fit for fashion or purpose?
The vision for Public Transport (PT) projects at both the
metropolitan and corridor levels is often prematurely focused on a particular “obvious” mode such as Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT), Light Rail Transit (LRT). These two especially have stimulated futile and unproductive academic
and practice debates (e.g. Stutsman 2002; Currie, Delbosc
2013; Mulley et al. 2014; Hensher, Mulley 2015; Hensher
2016). In addition, the debate can be fuelled by commercial and political interests making the choice of the suitable PT system a messy (Ney 2009) process.
In this context, the aim of this article is to promote a
more mode-neutral approach to the selection of PT investment packages. It is designed to take advantage of empirical findings about performance of existing transport
systems to help untangle what is actually attributable to

an inherent mode-specific feature and what is attributable
to the specifics of a site. In this way, it becomes possible
to find alternatives that suit a project’s design goals and
objectives to the maximum extent that is practical and realistic, instead of prematurely choosing a specific modal
solution that constrains the problem to fit the solution,
instead of vice versa. The ex-post data for PT systems
presented and discussed here are limited to urban and regional PT, but the methodology discussed here would also
be applicable to longer distance transport.
The paper progresses through five sections. In Section 1
the currently imprecise labelling of modes is discussed. A
sampling of actual systems illustrates how a technical term
like BRT can be applied to PT systems, which are very
different in characteristics and performance. A revised
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terminology of PT systems is then suggested in order to
support the analysis and discussion that follows. Section 2
then sketches out the principal components to consider
when choosing a PT system, followed by Section 3 where
the data sources and methodology used for the analysis are presented. In Section 4 the empirical results and
analysis are presented; a summary of the main findings
and some observations close the paper in the last section.

1. PT systems terminology
in the professional literature
1.1. History and current practice
of labelling of modes
Several archetypes of PT are widely recognized. Although
useful for the debate in professional, policy and academic
circles, the categorization of PT systems under a particular
type is likely to be counterproductive for the discussion
and choice of such a system for a particular city. This is
most apparent in the current PT debate, which is bogged
down by the use of the terms LRT and BRT.
Conceived of in the 1970s as a lower-cost form of Rail
Rapid Transit (RRT), the distinctive feature of LRT was
electric vehicles using an Overhead Contact System (OCS)
and therefore able to cross intersections at grade and operate primarily in lateral separated lanes (RoW B1) but also
in mixed traffic out of necessity (RoW C) to contain costs.
The definition, however, has never really been that sharp.
Buffalo, USA branded its predominantly underground
system as “light rail rapid transit” (LRRT), and in Calgary,
Canada the recently opened West Line, regarded as LRT,
is almost indistinguishable from RRT except for a few atgrade crossings. At the other end of the range of physical
attributes, elements of North American streetcar systems
that survived the 1960s have also been considered LRT.
At the Transportation Research Board (TRB)’s series of
National Light Rail Conferences in the US, John W. Schumann2 has been using an Average Operating Speed (AOS)
of 24 km/h to distinguish between a faster “Class I” and
slower “Class II” of LRT systems. In European parlance,
the word “tramway” has similarly acquired variant usages.
Most systems recognized or described in the literature as
LRT would fall into this category.
The origins of BRT are similar: a notion of achieving
the higher levels of performance popularly associated with
LRT with less capital-intensive bus technology. The term
may not have been aptly coined, because it was formed
with LRT as a basis, and as noted above not all LRT is
“rapid”. Moreover, the middle letter of the LRT acronym
is “rail”. Many of the first set of BRT projects in the US
did not meet the speed standard of Schumann’s Class I,
although the most recent addition at the time of writing,
Hartford’s CTfastrak (Connecticut, USA) exceeds it easily.
1
2

See Table 2, Note 1 for definition.
In each conference’s proceedings, John W. Schumann has published a paper entitled “Status of North American LRT Systems”.

Over time, the term “BRT” became associated with a set of
advanced attributes that a bus service might have, leading
recently to the development of the ITDP’s notion of rating BRT systems based primarily on the number of such
attributes present rather than the extent to which they
achieve the levels of speed and reliability characteristic of
RRT systems operating at or below capacity. Similarly, in
the US the Federal Transit Administration (US FTA), in
collaboration with the industry, has defined the key characteristics of BRT, with speed directly referred to under
the service category3 (Jarzab et al. 2002). The emergence
of the terms “BRT lite” in North America and ‘bus à haut
niveau de service’ (Finn et al. 2011) in France, point to a
need to make some distinctions among bus-based systems.

1.2. A sampling of PT systems of different roles
and performance bearing the same popular name
Table 1 shows how different in characteristics systems
using the same basic vehicle technology can be. It provides a sense of the range of distinctly different operations
with which the term “BRT” has been associated in North
America (the methodology, data and data sources used to
produce Table 1 are explained in Section 3). The principal
attributes these systems have in common are the use of
“BRT”-styled vehicles and a visibly richer set of passenger
amenities than typical local bus stops and vehicles, not
simply to improve passenger experience but also to promote a local “brand” or image. The range across this table
shows significant differences in average speed, frequency,
and stop spacing, the main attributes which differentiate
among PT categories. Table 2 is thus presented to give an
alternative set of labels considering these attributes.
The nine systems presented in Table 1 are sorted in
descending order of construction cost (with the exception
of the first two) and only the first system is considered,
from our perspective, to be a genuine Rapid Bus system.
According to Table 2, all of the remaining would be either
Semirapid Bus or Local Bus.
Frequency of service is generally much higher for BRT
services than for the former services they replaced. This
is not necessarily a technical constraint on Pre-BRT local
services, for which several routes may stop along the same
road to give a high average frequency. Rather it reflects a
service reconfiguration into a trunk-feeder system. Such
services have a very high traffic density along the trunk
line, which enables the use of both larger vehicles and
more frequent service. For example despite its high speed
and longer stop spacing, thus meriting the local branding
as an “enhanced bus”, the KCATA State Avenue service
is functionally a Local Bus. It has a very low frequency
of only 31 trips per day per direction and a much lower
traffic density than the five others for which statistics are
available (three of the services are very new).
Capital costs for enhanced Local Bus services (that
3

“Service: BRT systems should provide fast, frequent, and reliable service, with stops spacing of 1 mile or more” (Jarzab et al.
2002).
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Table 1. Terminology vs. characteristics of some different bus systems

Project
Initial operating
year

Hartford,
Connecticut
CT fastrak

Cleveland,
Ohio
HealthLine

2015

2008

Local Branding
Category for this
paper

Eugene, YRT VIVA KCATA CDTA LACMTA
Oregon
Phase I
Troost BusPlus
Metro
EmX
(system)
MAX
(red) Rapid 720
2007

2005

2011

2011

2000

BRT
Rapid Bus

Providence,
Rhode
Island
R-Line

KCATA
State
Avenue

2014

2014
Enhanced
bus

Rapid bus
Semirapid Bus

Local Bus

Length [km]

15.1

11.4

11.6

90

21.5

26.6

41.4

12.1

25

Predominant
RoW type

A

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

C

Stops

11

30

23

62

40

14

36

28

23

1510

394

527

1 450

551

756

1183

448

1136

24

38

43

N/A

52

28

126

51

56

37.7

18

16,4

20.9

24.8

21.1

19.7

14.2

26.7

Trips per direction
per weekday

164
(all stops)

131

89

85…135
(by route)

90

116

150

102

31

Traffic density
[passenger km per
year/route ⋅ km]

N/A

1727691

1420000

875000

N/A

967000

2130000

N/A

372000

Annual boardings
per route km

N/A

405000

276000

104000

121000

152000

415000

265000

21000

Infrastructure
cost per route km
(millions $2012)

$35.7

$36.7

$5.7

$2.2

$1.2

$0.7

$0.2

$0.2

$0.4

Average stop
spacing [m]
Peak running time
[min]
Average peak
operating
speed [km/h]

Notes:

1. Italics represent estimates by IBI Group, primarily from transit system websites;
2. Index: KCATA – Kansas City Area Transit Authority; YRT – York Regional Transit; CDTA – Capital District Transit Authority
(Albany, New York); LACMTA – Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority;
3. All of these are in the USA, except for YRT Viva, which is in York, Ontario, Canada.

might be termed “BRT lite”) and even some Semirapid
Bus services, can be close to zero when stops are not much
more than a signpost and existing amenities are used. The
LACMTA MetroRapid 720 and YRT VIVA are essentially
express services that overlay a Local Bus but with fewer
stops. Costs climb when islands are built for stops, new
shelters are provided, terminals are enhanced, and so on.
The Cleveland Health Line has RoW B for most of its
length, has preferential traffic signal control and otherwise
very similar to new Semirapid Rail systems. The Hartford
CTfastrak has RoW A.
The bottom line of the above comparison is that the
different use made of the technology (in this case bus), is
what differentiates among the PT systems described. The
decision on the service attributes central to route performance, especially the RoW, the number and spacing
of stops, and the cruising speed between stations, is the

determining factor of the system, as opposed to the type
of bus employed and its branding. This is not to say that
‘branding’ of bus services is not important, only that it is
not so important for choosing the right bus system for
a particular case. Similar arguments and examples could
have been produced for so-called LRT systems.
Instead of the LRT vs. BRT, the terminology used
herein is primarily based on the role or function within
a PT network, which in turn implies some performance
requirements especially with respect to: station-spacing
and the type of infrastructure used (especially the RoW –
see Section 4). Accordingly, the analyses below are based
on categories of PT that include: Local, Local with Express Segments, Semirapid, Rapid, Regional, and Rapid/
Regional Hybrid, the main characteristics of which are
summarized in Table 2. Figure 1 shows some examples of
key characteristics like RoW and stations.
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Table 2. The prevalent characteristics of PT categories
PT category
Local

Typical station or stop spacing
Between 100 m and 400 m,
sometimes on demand

RoW1

Service Frequency

Bus/Rail Vehicles

RoW C

1…20 per hour, varying Local Bus/Local Rail
by time of day
(streetcar or tram)

Local/Express Like local but with few or no
stops in express zones

RoW C local,
RoW A or RoW C
in express zones

Like local, but may be
Local Bus/Local Rail
offered only in peaks as (streetcar or tram)
a supplement to local

Semirapid

Between 300 m and 1000 m

Mostly RoW B,
some RoW A and
RoW C possible

4…8 per hour,
occasionally more

Typically articulated stylized
bus/LRV2 or high-capacity
streetcar (tram)

Rapid

Between 400 m and 2000 m

RoW A exclusive

4…30 per hour

Typically articulated stylized
bus/Rapid Rail (metro)

Rapid/
Regional
Hybrid

Like Rapid in dense urban
areas, like Regional elsewhere

RoW A exclusive

4…8 per hour on
branches

Regional Bus (coach or larger
stylized bus)/Rapid Rail (metro)

Regional

Greater than 2000 m

RoW A exclusive or 1…4 per hour on
RoW A shared
branches

Regional Bus/Regional Rail
(Diesel-Electric or Electric
Multiple Units)

Notes:
1 Vuchic (2007) defines three basic types of Right of Way (RoW):
− RoW A: full separation from all other modes and no cross-traffic; the most expensive solution but also gives the
best performance;
− RoW B: lateral separation such that the mode runs in a fully separated lane, but there is still at-grade cross traffic at
intersections. It is intermediate in cost and performance;
− RoW C: Mixed traffic operation; usually requires little investment beyond the existing roadway and thus is the least
expensive; it also usually means that PT will be slower than the private car;
2 LRV – Light Rail Vehicle.

Local bus on a local street, RoW C,
Mississauga, Canada

Tunnel fully separated RoW A
local/express bus and semirapid
rail, Seattle

Minimal roadway work, local rail and local bus sharing
RoW C, Helsinki

Minimal roadway work, semirapid bus,
RoW B, Eugene

Low floor level boarding, RoW B localrail,
Helsinki

Elevated fully separated, RoW A busway,
Xiamen

Figure 1. Different PT systems in different RoWs using Bus or Rail technologies
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We define in the next section the principal characteristics to consider when choosing a particular PT system
for a particular city.

2. The principal components
for planning a PT system
The principal components for planning a PT system can be
simplified into three categories: Physical design features,
economic and cost considerations, and the passenger experience elements. In turn, these can be further defined
into some principal design features, as shown in Table 3.
Within the physical design component, the alignment
aspect is of fundamental importance. This relates largely
to the type of RoW envisaged, i.e. whether mixed traffic,
lateral separation, or grade separation. The number of stations/stops number and their locations (and derived from
these the station spacing), the station sizes and the need
for curves and gradients are further central features of a
given alignment. Vehicle design characteristics include
their external size and internal space, dynamic performance such as cruising speed and acceleration and braking rates. For rail borne systems, this also means deciding
on the basic size of the trainset (different multiple car configurations are possible). Capacity is another major element of the physical design component and it represents
the ability to transport the planned number of travellers
safely and reliably. This includes maintaining appropriate
headways and managing appropriate boarding/alighting
volumes at stations. Finally, the supporting infrastructure
feature is the ancillary equipment needed to ensure that
the system, together with the other features of the physical design, is operational. Supporting infrastructure can
range from simple maintenance and storage facilities to
tailor-made technology-specific depots, control centres
and power supply systems.
Table 3. The principal components and design features
for planning a PT system
Component
Physical design
features

Design features
Alignment (to include consideration
of RoW, stations, infrastructure, etc.)
Vehicles
Capacity
Supporting infrastructure (signals and
controls, power supplies, depots, etc.)

Economic/cost
considerations

Capital investments
Net Operating and Maintenance (O&M)
cost
Renewal/capacity expansion/extension cost

Passenger
experience
elements

Travel time

1021
As noted, capacity is important, but it is critical to
distinguish this from throughput, the actual observed
maximum number of passengers carried (see below).
The Transit Capacity and Quality of Service: Manual (TCQSM) (TRB 2003) defines capacity in a specific fashion
that makes for consistent comparisons between options
and with peer locations, the importance of which is discussed and illustrated later in this paper. Many PT systems
(like Transmilenio, in Bogotá, Colombia) operate over capacity by this definition. In many cases, more than one
mode may be able to deliver the combination of speed
and capacity that meets a city’s needs. For this reason, the
concept of Productive Capacity (PC), which combines the
two as a product can be a good indicator of competitive alternatives4. For example, two alternatives having the same
passenger capacity, but where one is much slower than the
other are not competing alternatives for the same application, because the services they offer are not even close to
comparable (Vuchic 2007). Much confusion stems from
quotes about the passenger capacity of systems without
taking into account other vital characteristics, speed in
particular. Therefore, this paper uses the PC concept as
one of its bases for comparison between PT systems.
The economic/cost component can be broken into
three broad categories. The capital investments include
hardware purchases, construction labour and materials,
land acquisition and mitigations, and any debts and interest created by the procurement model used. The net O&M
costs are those needed to sustain daily operations, after
user/beneficiary contributions are deducted. The costs of
periodic renewal, including economic losses due to major
disruptions to the functioning of a city, must also be considered in the economic/cost component. This is especially
true when rapid growth in demand is expected; the ease
and time required for service addition and for extension
of the alignment can have a large bearing on the choice
of system.
Passenger experience considerations should include
both objective and subjective elements (indicators). Of
central importance is travel time for the entire trip, doorto-door, including access, egress, and wait times, as well
as (walking) transfer times when a network of services is
considered. The perceived monetary price of the entire
trip, the overall cost of getting from origin to destination
using the PT system, is also central for determining the
competitiveness of a proposed system. Finally, the comfort/convenience “package” that the user experiences, often referred to as the Quality of Service (QoS) (Hensher,
Stanley 2003; Hensher et al. 2003; Dell’Olio et al. 2010,
2011; De Oña et al. 2016) must be suitable for the design
context. Individuals are willing to trade some comfort/
convenience elements depending upon the travel time

Fare (price for the entire trip)
Comfort/convenience

Implementability See Table 4

4

The formula used in the analysis below is: Productive Capacity
(PC) = Passengers per Hour ×  Average Operating Speed (AOS)
with Units of Passenger × Kilometers per Hour Squared.
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and price of the trip. Generally, comfort and convenience
standards (e.g. crowding and on-board amenities) need to
be higher for longer trips and as societies become more
prosperous.
Although these are the principal components to consider when choosing a PT system, it is clear that other,
largely practical, considerations also play an important
role in the decision. These considerations are captured in
the term “implementability” and relate to various barriers
to implementing an otherwise preferred design alternative. Such barriers can include lack of financial resources,
skilled labour force shortage, technological development
risks, institutional barriers like lack of jurisdiction over
the entire geographical area in question, etc. Particularly
important to the Semirapid versus Rapid design alternative debate is the jurisdiction over the use and conversion/upgrade of existing roadways. A specific example is
discussed in Section 4.
It is well established in the literature that policy making, certainly in the transport sector, is messy (Ney 2009)
and “wicked” (Rittel, Webber 1973). Therefore, the design
choices of a particular PT system will be influenced by
criteria related to the above implementation barriers and
by public and political acceptability issues. The known
NIMBY (“not in my back yard”) phenomenon, as well as
political promises that have been made, can turn out to
be the most powerful determinants of the choice of a PT
system. Furthermore, the decision on a PT system could
also turn on concerns about equity, funding restrictions,
and other criteria. Finally, the prospects for a project often
hinge on what other projects are simultaneously competing for funding, that is, on the opportunity costs. These
implementability issues are summarized in Table 4.

3. Data and computational methodology
3.1. Data typically versus used in this paper
The analysis presented in this paper compares different
PT systems (or parts of them) based on the main principal components and design features of PT as suggested in
Table 3. The data presented and discussed are largely from
North-American systems because these are more readily
available. It might be that in the US and Canada evaluating and comparing projects is more widespread due to the
reluctance to spend tax money, while in Europe it appears
that the near mandatory outsourcing of operations means
that private operators do not want to share their costs,
regarding them as proprietary and affecting competition
in future tendering and bidding. This should be a concern
for policy and research purposes.
Reports and research papers in the public domain addressing investment and O&M costs versus performance
in the context of using ex-post experience from peers certainly exist. However, the contention of this paper is that
they do not or cannot, due to lack of sufficient disaggregation by key component, provide the basis for a rigorous comparison of performance increase (such as reduced

Table 4. Attributes and political considerations used for setting
weights on design goals
Time frame:
− quick effects;
− long term network development;
− long term urban form.
Equity:
− area coverage (multiple projects of lower standard versus
one);
− distribution of benefits versus costs;
− fairness in economic development benefits;
− service quality standard consistency.
Risk assessment:
− cost overrun probability;
− legislation or legal challenge delay probability;
− construction delay probability;
− failure to perform as required probability:
-- demand uncertainty;
-- immature technology;
-- lack of assumed cooperation.
Aesthetics:
− beauty (appeal) versus cost;
− conformance with neighbourhood standards;
− noise mitigation;
− traffic impacts.
Funding source obligations:
− matching funds may be mode dependent;
− landscape architecture, neighbourhood improvements,
etc.
Opportunity costs:
− other potential projects in the region;
− potential loss of funds to other regions.

O&M cost or higher operating speed) versus component
cost increase. There may indeed be such databases in the
private domain, retained by consultants for competitive
advantage.

3.2. Data sources
A wide range of data sources were used to collect the data
presented in the next section. Most of the data for PT
route O&M costs, speeds, and other operating characteristics were obtained from the US Federal Transit Administration’s National Transit Database for 2012 (FTA 2013)
or the Canadian Urban Transit Association’s Canadian
Transit Fact Book: 2012 Operating Data (CUTA 2013). Significant secondary sources included CERTU’s 2007–2012
statistical abstract “transports collectifs urbains” (CEREMA
2014) and Currie, Delbosc’s (2014) survey paper Assessing Bus Rapid Transit System Performance in Australasia.
Other data were obtained from project websites.
The above sources also provided information on capital costs. These were obtained from secondary sources and
compendia and were fact-checked against project websites,
with care taken to exclude vehicle costs from total project
costs; real estate costs were included. For North American
Semirapid Bus systems, US FTA and Transport Canada
project evaluation reports were consulted. Conversions to
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year 2012 USD ($) were made by converting currencies as
of the mid-year of construction, and then bringing them
to 2012 $ using the US Consumer Price Index. The costs
therefore are representative of the collective experience of
North America, Europe, and Australasia.
The selection of systems to include in the analysis was
mainly based on data availability and is not meant to be
statistically representative. Indeed, only a few samples exist for some of the modal subcategories. The intent was to
illustrate and present the range in the attributes of these
systems, using the categories defined in Table 3, and with
respect to cost, capacity, speed and other key variables.
The data on which the Figures 2–6 rely on are presented
in Appendix. Overall 117 PT networks are included in the
analysis presented below (over 90% from North America)
and 253 PT routes (70% from North America, 23% from
Europe and the remainder from Asia, Australasia, South
America and Africa).

3.3. Capacity computation and actual throughputs
Route capacities were estimated by methods consistent
with Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 100, the aforementioned TCQSM (TRB 2003). Vehicle data were gathered from project websites and secondary sources, and vehicle capacities were estimated at a
uniform four standees per square meter of standing area,
the design load standard for most of Europe and North
America. Data published in the TCQSM’s Table 5-28 (TRB
2003) were included. Capacities reflect what the facility
can carry, rather than the capacity of the current scheduled service and fleet assigned to it. The most common
limiting factors for the capacity were platform or berthing
arrangements and bus sizes or train length. The capacityreducing effects of traffic signals were estimated based on
TCQSM Equations (4–6) (TRB 2003), with average traffic signal spacings estimated from project data or Google
Earth imagery where available.
The route throughputs actually-delivered, both in
terms of transport units and passengers were identified
from secondary sources including lists and compendia of
corridors available on the Internet, and were then scrutinized by consulting individual project and transit agency
websites. It should be noted that multi-project compendia
were found to contain cases where throughput may have
been expressed as a combination of both directions of
travel, to be for a ‘peak’ of indeterminate length instead of
the more standard one hour, or even where total boarding
may have been reported rather than throughput at a particular location. Throughputs were only tabulated when
it could be ascertained that the value was very likely to
represent a one-hour count of persons carried across the
maximum load section (the busiest part of the network or
route) in the peak direction.
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4. Unpacking the trade-offs between
the principal components of a PT system –
an empirical analysis
Below, and with reference to Table 3, an ex-post comparison between the main characteristics of different PT systems is presented.

4.1. Cost, capacity and RoW
The principal alignment characteristics used for the comparison between systems range from minimal roadway
work up to fully separated underground RoW, for both
the bus and rail technologies. Figure 2 shows a range of
observed capital costs per km of route in various settings,
excluding vehicles, for increasingly involved construction
efforts corresponding to these types of situations. This includes both the RoW itself (real estate), running surfaces,
structures, and all supporting infrastructure depending
upon propulsion and control systems, and stations of
the lengths required. The RoW or setting is what makes
the biggest difference in cost, not the vehicle technology
(mode). The costs for both rail and bus-based technologies climb in tandem and the range of observed cost varies
much more as construction moves above or underground.
Differences in real estate costs also contribute to the wide
range; land prices vary considerably among metropolitan
areas, and within a metropolitan area unit, land costs can
vary by an order of magnitude and depend largely on location. The specific local characteristics of a city are what in
the end determine the cost for a certain alignment using a
certain RoW type. On average, the infrastructure costs of
bus-based PT systems appear to be lower when compared
with rail based systems for similar settings. However, the
width of the ranges does not mean that this can be taken
for granted. It is more appropriate to think of rail as having a “technology premium” that does not rise nearly in
proportion to overall cost, so that at the fully-separated
end of the spectrum, this “premium” is a rather small fraction of system cost (which should be verified to indeed be
present under local circumstances).
The economic/cost component can be broken into
three broad categories. The capital investments include
hardware purchases, construction labour and materials,
land acquisition and mitigations, and any debts and interest created by the procurement model used. The net O&M
costs are those needed to sustain daily operations, after
user/beneficiary contributions are deducted. The costs of
periodic renewal, including economic losses due to major
disruptions to the functioning of a city, must also be considered in the economic/cost component. This is especially
true when rapid growth in demand is expected; the ease
and time required for service addition and extension of
the alignment can have a large bearing on the choice of
system.
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4.2. O&M cost, passenger traffic density
and expansion considerations

300.0
250.0
200.0
150.0
100.0

Fully Separated Underground RoW – Bus

Fully Separated Underground RoW – Rail

Fully Separated Underground RoW – Bus

Fully Separated Underground RoW – Rail

Fully Separated Elevated RoW – Bus

Fully Separated Elevated RoW – Rail

Fully Separated RoW at Grade – Rail

Fully Separated RoW at Grade – Bus

At Grade in new Exclusive RoW –Rail

At Grade in new Exclusive RoW – Bus

At grade in Available RoW – Bus

At grade in Available RoW – Rail

Dedicated Arterial RoW – Bus

Dedicated Arterial RoW – Rail

0.0

Min Roadway Work – Rail
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Figure 2. Capital cost of PT in different settings
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the rail ‘technology premium’ becomes lower relative to
other project costs. For the case of a dedicated Arterial
RoW, the bus and rail system ranges very much overlap,
but for higher-performance RoW configurations the overlap between the bus and rail technology choice is small
or non-existent and rail technology in most cases has a
considerably lower minimum cost on a per unit PC basis.
Interestingly, the Fully Separated Elevated RoW and
Fully Separated Underground facilities (RoW A) may well
cost more to construct for both bus and rail on a per kilometre basis as shown on Figure 2, but when compared in
terms of PC as in Figure 3, the picture changes. The right
side of Figure 2 shows that if one invests in underground
or elevated infrastructure, one should use it for high capacity transport units, as offered by rail borne vehicles.

350.0

Min Roadway Work – Bus

Millions of USD 2012 [per km of route]

As was discussed in Section 3, the cost per unit of PC
might be a good indicator of the value for money that
each RoW provides because it ensures that the combinations of speed and capacity provided are comparable. To
generate Figure 3, the specific value used for passengers
per hour is the throughput as defined by the TQSCM multiplied by the AOS, the speed experienced by passengers.
For a graph showing PC values for a larger set of systems
around the world see Vuchic (2007).
The left side of Figure 3 shows that a basic mobility
service on existing streets in mixed traffic will cost less
with bus technology; the “technology premium” for rail
can be larger than all other project costs. The relationship changes for the other, more involved settings and

Figure 3. PC components of PT in different settings

In choosing a PT technology, the O&M costs should be
considered in addition to the capital costs. Figure 4 shows
estimated O&M costs per Network Route Kilometre
(NRK) versus Passenger Traffic Density (PTD), which is
defined as passenger-km per year per NRK. This means
that both axes are normalized to the same unit to compare
the O&M costs for a given level of demand.
When comparing Semirapid Bus to Semirapid Rail, it
is apparent that bus is less expensive below a PTD of 1
million and possibly still competitive at a PTD of 3 million. Above 3 million PTD, Semirapid Rail systems effectively blend into Rapid Rail. The data for Regional Rail,
from North American systems, fall into two broad groups.
First are the systems below 2 million PTD, which generally share tracks with a for-profit freight railway, paying
trackage rights rather than having full responsibility for
the infrastructure, which results in lower O&M. Second
are the systems with PTD higher than 2 million, which
generally own the tracks, or at least maintain them, and
are therefore bearing more of the full O&M costs of a
higher speed and capacity system.
The economies of scale in the O&M costs of PT are
clearly visible in Figure 4. The data suggest that rail technology offers considerable potential for economies of
scale, such that a rail system optimally sized to accommodate twice a given design volume may only cost as little as 62% more to operate when it is finally built out. In
effect, the sizable fixed infrastructure investment is spread
over more users as demand builds, and longer trains can
deliver passenger×kilometres more cost-effectively.
However, as noted above, this does not mean that a
small-scale rail project will cost less to operate than a
small bus-based system. Bus-based systems do not require
maintenance of tracks or OCS (except for trolley buses);
however, for a doubling of capacity the O&M costs for a
bus-based system may increase by 90% or more. Considering future capacity expansions, rail technology’s higher
economies of scale could be an advantage to consider.
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Figure 4. O&M cost per NRK as a function of traffic density

4.3. Vehicle cost, speed and effective stop spacings
The discussion so far has not included the contribution
of vehicles to capital cost. The inclusion of these costs
in persons×km comparisons can obscure differences between systems because the number of vehicles per route
km is dependent on both PTD (the demand) and the AOS.
These two factors determine the number of transport units
required per route-kilometre. Figure 5 shows vehicle cost
expressed as a Net Present Value at different levels of demand using representative 2012 values for vehicle purchases in North America (e.g. $850000 for an 18 m articulated bus and $3 million for an articulated Light Rail Vehicle, based on authors’ judgment). It assumes a lifecycle of
75 years and a discount rate of 5% with spaces computed
as seats plus 4 persons per square meter in the standing
areas, the loading typically cited for service planning in
North America and Europe. The reason for the long timeframe is to capture the effects of the difference in vehicle
service lifetimes. For rail vehicles, the US FTA suggests a
25-year life, and for heavy-duty buses, 12 years. A minimum of 15 years for buses is more realistic. The values in
Figure 5 presume three (3) sets of rail vehicles acquired
over the project lifetime versus approximately five (5)
sets of buses. The costs are computed per km of route.

As expected, there is a huge difference in cost as demand level increases from 5000 to 30000 passengers per
hour (Figure 5). Overall and consistently across all levels of demand the annualized purchasing cost of the bus
fleet is lower than that of a rail vehicle fleet. Of interest to
designers of new PT systems and potential investments
to upgrade performance is the effect of AOS as it can be
more significant than the choice of vehicle technology.
100

Net present value of 75 years of vehicle costs per
route km [millions of 2012$]

Further economies of scale can manifest themselves
by the conversion to trunk-feeder systems, and hub-andspoke (or pulse) multi-modal networks that eliminate a lot
of duplicative capacity by using fewer but much higher capacity vehicles, enabled by the high PTD along the trunk.
Thus, the same or higher level-of-service to O–D pairs on
the feeder branches might well be possible for the same
or lower operating budget, albeit with more transfers required (Bruun 2013). This has been confirmed in practice
after the opening of some reconfigured networks using
Semirapid Rail trunk lines (Thompson, Matoff 2003).
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Figure 5. Lifecycle vehicle ownership cost as a function of AOS
by technology and capacity
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Higher speed can dramatically reduce fleet size requirement at any given level of demand for both rail and bus
technology; these capital savings, as well as the reductions
in operating costs, can already make an investment in exclusive RoW or infrastructure worthwhile. The increase in
speed attracts more passengers than any existing slower
service in the same location, so more revenue will be collected as well.
The concept of “effective stop spacing” is now introduced to enable comparisons between different modal
solutions that would connect the same set of stops or
stations. If operating on the street, there would likely be
some traffic-signal-controlled intersections that must be
passed. The effective stop spacing is formed by considering each traffic signal on the route as the equivalent of 0.4
stops or stations.
Figure 6 shows the AOS versus the effective stop spacing (the horizontal axis). It shows the critical importance
of the effective distance between stops to the range of AOS
that might be attained with a clear trend upwards. Naturally, at any given effective spacing a mode that ran on
fully grade-separated RoW A would have a much higher
AOS than one that ran at-grade on ROW C. The range of
speeds at effective station spacings below 0.5 km, applicable to most Local Buses and Local Rail, is very wide, indicative of a wide range of congestion levels, vehicle door
capacities, fare collection practices, and so on. It continues
to be wide up to 1.5 km for both rail and bus technology,
with the range in speed increasingly a function of whether
segments of RoW A or RoW B, or transit priority features
are employed.
Vehicle technology, as can be seen, really does not
make that much of a difference for the AOS. The potentially higher acceleration and deceleration rates from electric propulsion cannot be fully exploited because of ride
comfort criteria and the safety of standing passengers, at
least at shorter station spacings. For effective stop spacings
beyond 1.5 km, there is a divergence where most Rapid
80
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Figure 6. AOS as a function of station spacing
for Bus and Rail Modes

4.0

Bus and Semirapid Rail services are slower than most
Rapid Rail. This is due to the increasing use of RoW A,
where Rapid Rail vehicles with higher performance capabilities can operate at higher cruising speeds than what
safety regulations would allow for a manually steered vehicle.
The three (two plus one) circled points in Figure 6
near an effective stop spacing of 2.0 km represent three
different lines of the Metropolitan Atlanta Regional Transit Authority (MARTA) Rapid Rail network. Similarly
the four circled points near 3.5 to 4.0 km represents four
branches on the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system.
MARTA and BART are both examples of Rapid/Regional
Hybrid systems from Table 3, with relatively close station
spacings in central parts of the region and longer station
spacing in others.

4.4. The passenger experience
The third component in Table 3, the passenger experience,
usually gets less attention in the early stages of the design
characteristics of a PT system compared to the other two
components. Perhaps this is because in relative terms it
is the least costly, and in part, because it is derived from
the decision on the other components. Yet it could have
a large effect on the success of any PT system. The choice
of technology (e.g. rail vs. bus) does not necessarily play a
big role here although a preference for rail by passengers
is usually assumed to exist by planners and elected officials
even if problematic to confirm in practice (Mulley et al.
2014; Dell’Olio et al. 2012).
Convenience and comfort are somewhat subjective to
define, but generally become more important as incomes
rise. Important attributes include waiting times (as related to service headways) and the waiting conditions (as
related to security and weather conditions), reliability of
travel time, crowding (and seating vs. standing availability) and the ease of access to and egress from the service
including the ease of transfers and the conditions to use
time while travelling (e.g. using Wi-Fi). There is a tension
in this respect between having short (distance) access and
short end-to-end travel times on the PT service (Givoni,
Rietveld 2007; Brons et al. 2009). The former argues for
short station or stop spacings, the latter for longer station
spacings, as was shown in Figure 6.
People with lower incomes are generally more willing
to accept lower comfort standards (Batarce et al. 2015),
such as crowding, than more affluent customers. The need
to limit net O&M costs (and hence subsidies) may even
require such measures. By contrast, if the service must
succeed at attracting riders with higher disposable incomes very high crowding conditions should be avoided
in the peaks. Having said that, in London, Hong Kong,
Tokyo or New York City passengers, as examples of highincome PT users (on average), crowding can still be very
high because car driving conditions are quite congested
and all-day parking is very expensive (Colliers International 2009).
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Overall, to a first approximation during initial design,
setting the crowding standard is very important. The costs
of providing other amenities are small details compared to
providing sufficient capacity, but this does not mean they
are of no importance. When resources are limited (and
they always are) the value-for-money of investing in the
passenger experience component could be much larger
than investing further in the other components.

4.5. Implementability
Space precludes a detailed discussion of each item in Table 4. Of these, the time frame is of particular relevance
when the focus is on sustainability. If a region has a particularly serious emissions problem, for example, and
quick effects are needed, then the delays in completion
can mean urgent environmental benefits are deferred.
In principle, one of the advantages of solutions using
RoW B (vs. RoW A) is the shorter construction period
involved. However, the NIMBY phenomenon can lead to
both public and political opposition to a certain PT system
and certain components of it, while pressure from commercial stakeholders (through campaign and lobbying efforts) can lead to both political and public support for a
certain PT system. In Delhi, India there were long delays
to build the first Semirapid Bus line. Then after opening it
was challenged in the courts by disgruntled auto owners.
The right to convert the lanes was upheld, but the first line
was still ultimately shut down in the end due to design and
operational deficiencies. The entire multicorridor Semirapid Bus effort is starting anew. Meanwhile, another city
in India, Ahmedabad, during the same time period has
had good success in building several similar lines (PagetSeekins, Muñoz 2015).
As for projects involving RoW A, the conflict over use
of surface space may be less, but the source of delay is
instead likely to be geotechnical and can be equally detrimental to schedules (Flyvbjerg 2007).
The potential time delay is, in fact, merely one of the
most important considerations in the larger category of
risk assessment. Risk of failing to perform as planned can
be minimized by using proven commercially available
rolling stock and support equipment/facilities and conventional civil works designs. Demand risk can be mitigated with scalability features that allow for cost-effective
adjustments.
Implementation issues can prove to be critical. Any
cost-benefit evaluation must take into account the actual
dates at which various alternatives are actually likely to
be completed as well as the risks of cost overrun and underperformance. Using ex-post information about genuine peers one can establish a probability distribution for
the cost-benefit ratio for each project solution alternative
(Salling, Leleur 2011).

5. Choosing the “fit for purpose” PT solution
This paper makes several quantitative comparisons among
various PT systems already in operation, using both bus
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and rail technology, but without regard to popular names
or conceptions of a particular mode of transport. The paper focuses instead on components and design aspects
that are relevant to get the performance necessary for the
functional role of a PT system. Some generalizations of the
results are possible.
Infrastructure investment costs increase as one moves
from the least involved effort, minimum roadway work,
to the most involved, a fully underground separated RoW.
Rail examples always have the highest maximum cost, but
there is substantial overlap in the bus and rail cost ranges.
When viewed on a per unit of PC basis, rail still costs far
more than bus when it is being installed with minimum
roadway work, typical of Local Rail running on RoW C.
For the remaining investments cases, rail is generally less
costly, although the range can be very wide.
As the level of demand being served rises, as measured
by PTD, the O&M costs and costs per NRK, also rise but
less than proportionally (estimated at 0.7 power of traffic density), indicative of the economies of scale enabled
by the use of larger vehicles. Overall, probably the most
central element that defines the nature of a PT system is
not the vehicle technology, e.g. bus or rail, and not even,
whether the infrastructure is rail or road based, but the
characteristics of the alignment, particularly of the RoW.
The lifecycle capital costs for bus technology systems
are lower than for rail at any level of PTD, but the difference reduces along with PTD, indicating a high acquisition cost for high performance rail vehicles. However, the
effect from vehicle technology is far less than the effect of
AOS. The reduced fleet size enabled by increased speed is
far more important than the initial purchase and replacement purchase prices, regardless of modal technology. In
turn, the effective stop spacing is the main determinant of
AOS, not the modal technology. To enable decent speed
performance between stations, lateral separation, RoW B,
combined with traffic signal priority to enable crossing of
intersections with minimum delay are needed, regardless
of vehicle technology.
A central finding of this paper is that “rules of thumb”,
aggregate modal unit cost, or anecdotal data from other
urban areas are not a sufficient ground for choosing between PT modes as generally understood. The right choice
requires local knowledge of the nature of the specific travel
markets, the combined PTD of all modes in the same corridor, street traffic conditions, the terrain and geotechnical
conditions, the availability or cost of acquiring laterally
separated or exclusive RoW, skilled construction labour
costs, and materials costs.
From a financial standpoint, the choice also requires a
careful balancing of initial capital costs and ongoing O&M
costs. The lower operating costs that come with a higher
AOS are generally enabled by separated RoW. If the RoW
is already available, the initial capital costs are reduced
and the breakeven time for the lower O&M costs to recover the initial investment is also reduced. The case for
high initial capital investment is weakened where operating labour costs are lower, as in developing countries.
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With the continuing emergence of vehicle and technology variants that stretch established modal definitions, the concept of a mode of transport is morphing
into a spectrum of possibilities. There is a need to untangle the performance requirements from the candidate
technologies being considered. In the end, a package of
technologies and civil engineering works should reflect
the performance specifications that need to be met, especially capacity and AOS appropriate to the travel market.
Furthermore, the “technical” solution space for choosing
the attributes of the PT system must also respect various
implementation constraints; some might be political in
nature. Moving away from the counterproductive debate
on BRT versus LRT or bus versus rail is important to advance PT in general. In order to improve value-for-money
of PT it is instead critical to develop innovative component technologies and construction techniques, which are
not necessarily rail or bus specific.
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APPENDIX
Capital cost and PC components of public transport in different settings
Minimal
roadway
work
Cost [millions
$2012]
Running way
infrastructure
Rail technology
running way
premium
Stations
(500…1500 m)
Rail station
premium

Dedicated
arterial
running way

At grade
in available
ERW*

At grade
in new ERW*

At grade rapid Elevated rapid
way
way

Underground
rapid way

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

$0.3

$0.7

$10.0

$15.0

$10.0

$15.0

$20.0

$30.0

$25.0

$35.0

$50.0

$75.0

$80.0

$120.0

$8.5

$10.0

$8.0

$10.0

$8.5

$12.0

$10.0

$12.0

$10.0

$12.0

$12.0

$15.0

$12.0

$15.0

$0.0

$0.1

$0.1

$0.3

$0.3

$4.3

$0.3

$4.3

$4.5

$20.0

$6.0

$30.0

$15.0

$85.0

$0.0

$0.1

$0.1

$0.1

$0.4

$2.0

$0.4

$2.0

$3.3

$12.0

$3.5

$13.4

$16.0

$47.9

Real estate
Station parking
(local)
Rail station
parking
premium
Streetscape
improvements
Adjunct
improvements

$0.0

$0.0

$0.3

$3.0

$0.3

$8.0

$0.5

$20.0

$0.5

$20.0

$0.5

$20.0

$0.5

$30.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$1.0

$0.0

$3.0

$0.0

$6.0

$0.0

$6.0

$0.0

$6.0

$0.0

$6.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.5

$0.0

$1.0

$0.0

$2.0

$0.0

$2.0

$0.0

$2.0

$0.0

$2.0

$0.0

$5.0

$1.0

$20.0

$0.0

$2.0

$0.0

$5.0

$0.0

$5.0

$0.0

$5.0

$0.0

$5.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$2.0

$0.0

$10.0

$0.0

$15.0

$0.0

$10.0

$0.0

$10.0

Bus total

$0.3

$5.8

$11.4

$39.3

$10.6

$34.3

$20.8

$75.3

$30.0

$101.0

$56.5

$146.0

$95.5

$256.0

$8.8

$15.9

$19.5

$49.9

$19.5

$49.3

$31.2

$91.3

$43.3

$127.0

$72.0

$176.4 $123.5

$320.9

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

5500

9000

6000

11000

6000

11000

10000

22500

10000

22500

10000

22500

11000

14000

14000

19000

14000

19000

15000

55000

15000

55000

15000

55000

12

18

15

23

15

25

25

35

25

35

25

35

12

18

18

30

18

30

25

35

25

35

25

35

Rail total
Productive
Low High
capacity
Bus capacity
3500 7000
[persons per
hour]
Rail capacity
4500 10000
[persons per
hour]
Bus operating
10
12
speed [km/h]
Rail operating
10
12
speed [km/h]
Bus productive
35000 84000
capacity
Rail productive
45000 120000
capacity
Cost per unit
Range
productive
capacity
Bus
Rail

$8.6

66000 162000 90000 253000 90000 275000 250000 787500 250000 787500 250000 787500
132000 252000 252000 570000 252000 570000 375000 1925000 375000 1925000 375000 1925000
Range

Range

Range

Range

Range

Range

$69.0 $172.7 $242.6 $117.6 $135.5 $230.9 $273.7 $120.0 $128.3 $226.0 $185.4 $382.0

$195.6 $132.5 $147.7 $198.0

$77.2

$86.5

$123.7 $160.1 $115.5

Note: *ERW – Exclusive Right of Way (not shared by general vehicular traffic).

$66.0

$192.0

$91.6

$329.3

$325.1
$166.7

